[Intrathecal immunoglobulin production in the diagnosis and differential diagnosis of multiple sclerosis].
The evaluation of diagnostic significance of different immunological tests for intrathecal immunoglobulin production is summarized on the historical basis of investigation of patients with inflammatory, demyelinating and other neurological disorders. The assessment of cerebrospinal fluid lost its previous significance in the 2010 revision of diagnostic criteria for multiple sclerosis. Nowadays, it is used only for the diagnosis of primary progressive multiple sclerosis. Nevertheless, the requirements of the analysis of the cerebrospinal fluid are increasing due to subtle, subclinical and atypical cases of multiple sclerosis as well as undetermined demyelinating disorders. Intrathecal humoral immune response may be pathogenic in multiple sclerosis as suggest immunological data and effectiveness of anti-B cells treatment. Based on these tests, it is useful, to differentiate subgroups of patients and to evaluate different effects of treatment in perspective.